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Avoid These 10 Insurance Mistakes

ew people enjoy thinking about
their insurance needs, shopping
for coverage, or reading through a
policy’s fine print. Once they do buy
a policy, many people rarely think
about it again, other than when they
pay the premiums. But that tendency to avoid thinking about insurance
can lead to mistakes that can put a
person’s assets at risk. Below are
some of the most common insurance
mistakes:
Expecting the best — Some
people may think they can skip various types of essential insurance (like
car or health insurance), because it
won’t happen to them. Or they may
buy a bare-bones policy thinking
they won’t ever need to make a
claim. But the reality is that accidents and injuries can happen to
anyone. A comprehensive insurance
plan protects you when they do.
Not shopping around — If
you’re in the market for a new policy, shop around and compare prices
to get the best deal. But make sure
you’re comparing equivalent policies and coverage — an ultra-cheap
policy may offer skimpy benefits.
Buying too much insurance —
While insurance is a valuable part of
your overall financial plan, there is
such a thing as being overinsured. If
you’re paying high premiums for insurance coverage you don’t really

need, you’re wasting money. What
types of insurance might you skip?
Extended warranties, cell phone insurance, insurance that covers specific diseases (like cancer), rental car
insurance, and mortgage life insurance are usually not worth the premium you pay.
Not negotiating on insurance
rates — Here’s a little-known tip:
The premium price you’re quoted
isn’t set in stone. Depending on the
type of coverage you need, you may
be able to get discounts based on
your profession, the age of your car,
installing an alarm system in your
home, choosing a higher deductible,

and more. Bundling — buying several policies through the same carrier — can also lead to premium price
breaks.
Forgetting to pay the premium
— It’s a simple but potentially devastating mistake. Missing premium
payments could cause your policy
to lapse, leaving you without coverage. Reduce the risk of this happening by automating your payments.
Dropping coverage to save
money — When your budget is
tight, dropping insurance coverage
may seem like a good way to save
cash. But while you may save

Continued on page 2

How to Protect against Medical Identity Theft

W

hile we are used to hearing
about hacking of personal
data at large retailers, the medical
industry is fast becoming the industry at the highest risk of data
hacking — 91% of healthcare organizations experienced a data breach in
the past two years (Source: Forbes,
May 29, 2015).
The consequences of these data
breaches can range from financial to
medical fraud. Medical records typically contain payment information
such as credit card numbers, but
also carry data like Social Security
numbers and insurance information,
which can enable a criminal to ob-

tain medical services and payments
under another’s identity.
There are several reasons the
healthcare industry has become a
new target for hackers. First, the
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 and the Affordable
Care Act in 2010 required health
care organizations to digitize their
health information. Second, because
most information was previously
held in hard copy form, the healthcare industry has not been as savvy
about data protection. These two
things combined opened up a whole
new world for cybercriminals.
Continued on page 3
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money in the short term, you could
end up worse off in the long term if
you need to make a claim. If premium payments are straining your
budget, consider raising your deductible or asking your insurer if
you’re eligible for any discounts.
Forgetting to update life insurance beneficiaries — As your life
changes, so should the people
named as beneficiaries on your life
insurance policy. Divorce, remarriage, the death of a spouse, or the
birth or death of a child are all times
when you should update these designations. If you fail to take this simple step, your life insurance may not
do its job when you need it most.
After all, do you want your insurance benefits to go to your exspouse or have one child receive a
generous insurance payment while
the other receives nothing? Keeping
your beneficiary designations up to
date can help you avoid those outcomes.
Having coverage gaps — Everyone faces different risks and,
thus, has different insurance needs.
Sometimes, it’s easy to overlook a
risk until it’s too late. For example, if
you live in an earthquake-prone
area, you likely need separate earthquake insurance. If you serve on a
nonprofit board of directors, you
may need personal liability coverage. If you own ATVs, snowmobiles,
or other vehicles, you may need special policies to protect yourself in
case of damage to the vehicle or a
lawsuit. The list of possible risks
goes on and on.
Not researching an insurance
company before you buy — Not
every insurance company is created
equal, and what looks like a great
deal today may be less appealing tomorrow when you are struggling to
get a claim processed quickly. Before
you buy, get multiple quotes, read
the policy’s fine print, review the insurer ’s complaint record with the
state department of insurance, and
check the company’s ratings with
agencies like Fitch, Moody’s, and

5 Reasons to Consider Disability Insurance

W

ondering whether you really need to obtain disability
insurance to cover income losses?
Here are five factors to consider
when making that decision:
1. The odds of becoming disabled before you reach retirement are fairly high. Most people
focus all of their planning and
savings on the days when they retire, but what happens if you simply cannot work before you retire?
According to the U.S. Social Security Administration (SSA), one in
four 20-year-olds will become disabled before they reach retirement
age. Moreover, illness accounts for
90% of all disabilities, greatly lowering the probability of turning to
sources such as worker’s compensation for help (Source: Council
for Disability Awareness). If you
haven’t formulated a backup plan
that pays the bills while you recover from an injury or illness,
you’re putting your financial stability at risk.
2. The average long-term disability claim lasts over two and a
half years. Some people assume
that the emergency fund they’ve
worked so hard to build somehow
replaces the need for any kind of
long-term disability (LTD) insurance. However, even if you have
one to two years of expenses
saved, when you consider that the
average individual disability
claim lasts 31.6 months and one in
eight workers will be disabled for
five or more years, there’s a high
probability you may not have
enough (Source: Commissioner’s
Disability Insurance, Tables A & C).
3. If you’re part of the 1/3 of
applicants approved, Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI)
is likely not enough. According

A.M. Best.
Not thinking about insurance
as part of your overall financial
plan — Insurance isn’t something
you should think about in isolation.
In fact, it’s an essential part of your

to the SSA, the average monthly
benefit paid by SDDI as of March
2017 was just $1,172. This figure accounts only for the 1/3 of SDDI disabled workers whose applications
weren’t denied. Keep in mind that
as opposed to private disability insurance, which can provide more
leeway in terms of qualifying as
disabled, SDDI stipulates you must
be unable to work at all.
4. You’ll have additional expenses to account for. Considering
that 90% of working-age disability
claims are illness related, trips to
doctors and/or specialists, tests,
and medication will naturally accumulate, and if you’re unable to
work, you’ll have the added expense of seeking private health insurance or going on your spouse’s
plan. Because a portion of your savings will be allocated to these new
expenses, you’ll need an additional
source of income.
5. You don’t want to work in a
different, potentially lower-paying
field. Depending on the severity of
your injury or illness, without
proper LTD coverage, you could be
forced to find employment outside
of the career you’ve worked so
hard to build. For example, if you
currently work in a profession such
as a medical, artistic, or sales position that requires use of your hands
or heavy travel, you may be forced
to take a job only somewhat related
to your field that doesn’t require as
much movement, such as teaching.
Private LTD insurance can be customized so that unless you are able
to work within your specific career,
you qualify for benefits.
Please call if you’d like to discuss long-term disability insurance
in more detail. zxxx

overall financial plan. A solid risk
management strategy protects your
hard-earned wealth and your family’s future. If you’d like to discuss
insurance in more detail, please call.
zxxx
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Finally, healthcare information commands a much higher price on the
black market. An FBI report shows
that health insurance information
has a $60 to $70 price tag compared
to $1 for a Social Security number
(Source: Forbes, May 29, 2015).
Cybercriminals profit from
healthcare data by getting healthcare for themselves or selling it to
someone who is uninsured and in
need of medical care. But the big
profit comes from private health insurance, Medicare, and Medicaid
fraud. For example, for every Medicare or Medicaid number stolen, individuals can bill the government
for services and equipment as well
as prescription medicines.
How to Protect Your Information
While the healthcare industry is
making strides in data protection,
you should be diligent about protecting your medical information.
Following are some steps you can
take:
• Ask your physician for a copy of
your medical records so you can
review them for accuracy. You
will want to make sure your
medical history, prescribed treatments, allergies, blood type, etc.,
are accurate, so that if you are in
an emergency situation, you’re
not receiving treatment that
could be detrimental.
• Take time to review the Explanation of Benefits you receive from
your insurance company. While
most people don’t review them
closely, this is the best document
to review to uncover medical
fraud. Make sure the services received and dates are accurate. If
not, you should report this to
your insurance carrier.
• If your physician or a hospital is
asking you to provide your Social
Security number, find out why
they need it and make sure it is
absolutely necessary before you
provide it.
• Monitor your credit report on a
regular basis to ensure you don’t
see activity that is the result of
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Umbrella Insurance: An Extra Layer of Protection

Y

our standard insurance policies
have liability coverage limits. If
you’re sued, you could quickly exceed those limits. Umbrella insurance (sometimes called personal
liability insurance) is a type of supplemental insurance coverage
designed to protect you from that
possibility.
Umbrella Insurance Basics
Do you know how much your
insurance would pay if you caused
a car accident that resulted in a serious injury to someone else? What if
someone tripped and fell on that
loose step on your front stoop or
your dog bit a neighbor? While
your auto or homeowners insurance would cover some of the associated expenses, the coverage limits
could be far lower than you realize.
Those limits may be adequate insurance for minor incidents; but if
you find yourself embroiled in a
lawsuit, you may end up paying
that much in legal fees alone, not to
mention what you could owe in
damages.
Umbrella insurance could be
the answer. You can purchase this
coverage as an add-on policy to
your current primary insurance
provider. Coverage limits typically
start at $1 million and may reach as
high as $10 million. The premiums
are usually fairly affordable, costing a few hundred dollars for every
million dollars of coverage. The one
catch is that your insurer will require you to buy the maximum
amount of coverage on your other
policies. Also, you should make
sure you have all the basic policies
you need before buying umbrella
insurance. (If you own a boat, you
need boat insurance; if you have a
snowmobile, you need coverage for
that, as well.)

stolen payment information.
• Consider a medical identity monitoring service, which will identify all healthcare transactions on
your account. With the increase
in data breaches in the healthcare
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If you’re concerned about the
additional cost of umbrella insurance, you may be able to get
the extra coverage for little additional expense by boosting your
deductibles.
Who Needs Umbrella Insurance?
In theory, anyone could be the
subject of a major lawsuit and,
thus, could benefit from umbrella
insurance. But this coverage is
most appropriate for people who
have a lot to lose in a lawsuit —
those with significant assets or
property they want to protect.
Business owners; people who live
in a household with teen drivers;
and those with pools, ATVs, and
dogs may be at heightened risk of
lawsuits. Also keep in mind that
your homeowners insurance doesn’t typically provide coverage for
certain types of claims, such as
those related to libel or defamation
(it’s hard to believe, but you could
be sued for comments you make
on the Internet), or if you are sued
because of your volunteer work on
a nonprofit board.
How much coverage do you
need? Financial advisors and insurance experts often recommend personal liability coverage that is at
least equal to your net worth. In
other words, if your home, retirement savings, jewelry and collectibles, and other assets are worth
$4 million, you should have at least
$4 million in umbrella coverage,
and possibly more.
While your risk of being sued
is probably relatively low, it just
takes one moment to set off a chain
of events that could destroy the security you’ve worked so hard to
build. Please call if you’d like to
discuss this in more detail. zxxx

industry, there are now many
providers that provide identity
theft protection services geared
specifically to healthcare data.
zxxx
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News and Announcements

From the Alexander Household

On August 21, Jackson, Luke, and I watched the
solar eclipse at Science Museum Oklahoma. In addition to eclipse activities indoors and out, the museum had a feed of the eclipse showing both the
Oklahoma sky and NASA’s live image on screens.
There was even a special planetarium show. The
eclipse started at 11:37:06 a.m., the maximum
eclipse outside the Science Museum was at 1:05:44
p.m. and ended at 2:34:51. Luke said he thought it
was interesting because the last one was 38 years
ago, but a total eclipse would have been better. I
loved the eclipse glasses that made viewing it so
much easier and clearer than my prior experience
and the learning opportunity for the boys.
While we were not in the direct path of totality,
we saw approximately 85% obscuration of the sun.
My husband, Kerry, was at a meeting in Maine and
could only see 50%. The last total solar eclipse visible from the continental U.S. was on February 26,
1979, and it was primarily visible from the Pacific
Northwest. The last total solar eclipse to cross the
U.S. from coast to coast was in 1918.

The next total solar eclipse visible over the continental U.S. will be on April 8, 2024, and the path
of totality will include Texas. For those of us who
are still here on August 12, 2045, Oklahoma City
will be in the path of totality for the fourth longest
eclipse of the 21st century.

Carol Ringrose Alexander,
CFP®, AIF®, CDFAT M
From the Flinton Household

Little girls don’t stay little girls for long. I say
this as a reminder to myself to keep my priorities in
order and to remember that how we choose to view
something will determine our experience.
As our house falls back into the rhythm of the
school year, I relish the daily rituals that will too
soon be a faint memory. Snuggling with Samantha
and Emerson to wake them before dawn; reviewing
life lessons as we drive to school; holding hands as
we stroll across the parking lot; all things that could
easily be experienced as mundane, but may also become some of their fondest memories. I know they
are already some of mine.
This past summer I continued to make a con-

certed effort to spoil the girls as best I could. So I
always sat down to play tea party with the dolls
and bears whenever they asked. I would do puzzles, even if I was exhausted from my day. We
would break out the Play-Doh and make pretend
ice cream and cookies for hours on end. And for
Emerson, I would always take the extra time in the
morning to spend a few minutes to snuggle after
breakfast, because her day isn’t ready to begin without it.
The simple luxuries of summer are behind us
once again; but for my part, I will also savor the
new routines and look forward to all the school
year has to offer. After all, little girls don’t stay little girls for long.
Wishing you a wonderful month,

Andrew Flinton, CFP®
From the Bolander Household

On Monday, August 21, an amazing event
stretched all across the USA — a total solar eclipse.
Here in the office, we were fortunate enough to
have acquired several pairs of the special cardboard
glasses for viewing the occasion. At the moon’s
zenith in OKC, which was reportedly at 1:05 p.m.,
the scientists said the sun was 85% blocked.
Through the dark glasses, the sun appeared as the
very tip of a “fingernail,” a familiar likeness to the
moon in one of its phases. Although it wasn’t dark
outside, it was oddly dim and noticeably cooler.
Shadows were more pronounced and leaves on
trees turned into miniprojectors, spattering images
of the fingernail sun across the driveway. Quite a
sight!

Our country has endured contentious and even
violent incidents recently, but this solar phenomenon that crossed our country from West to
East in one day drew us together at least for a few
moments and, for some, even hours or days. As
crowds stood shoulder-to-shoulder gazing at the
sight, perhaps it struck our senses that we are all in
this together; and we should look up from our busy
lives more often to see the wonder around us and
share a moment with our neighbors.
Have a great month,

Brenda C. Bolander,
CFP®, CPA/PFS

